1. **Exercise for *PNW Weed Management Handbook***

Locate information for management of poison oak.

1. What materials and/or methods are useful?

2. What materials and/or methods aren’t useful?

3. What is the appropriate application time for each active ingredient effective against poison oak?

2. **Exercise for *PNW Insect Management Handbook***

Locate the listing for corn, the pest corn earworm.

1. What is the pest’s technical name?

2. Which informational icons are present?

3. What life stage overwinters? _________________ And where? _________________

4. State the months/dates when the overwintering stage occurs

5. Do you see any warnings or cautions?

   If so, what?
3. **Exercise for PNW Online Guide to Plant Disease Control**

Locate the listing for tomato, the pest late blight.

1. What are the main headings for this pest?

2. Briefly describe the symptoms.

3. Briefly summarize the cultural controls.

4. How many chemical entries are listed?

5. How many chemical entries are suitable for home use?
   
   Name them.

4. **Exercise for Extension Gardening Publications**

Locate publications about tomatoes

1. How many publications did you find?

2. How many publications are in English?

3. Complete the following table for each English language publication in this search

<table>
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<tr>
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</tr>
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